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By SARAH JONES

French fashion house Chanel is painting portraits of women on the move in a short that takes place at a train station.

Chanel's film for its resort 2020 collection features a cast of five women who are preparing to embark on a journey
in either relaxed or hurried manners. As Chanel looks towards the possibilities of travel, the brand is also making its
own move, as it ushers in the first runway collection designed by creative director Virginie Viard.

"Chanel's use of trains and a train station backdrop for their latest resort collection campaign and runway show
provides both the air of romantic fantasy travel even if the reality of train travel is rarely glamorous and of everyday
work-life practicality," said Daymon Bruck, CCO/partner of The O Group, New York.

Mr. Bruck is not affiliated with Chanel, but agreed to comment as an industry expert. Chanel was reached for
comment.

All aboard
After Karl Lagerfeld's passing in February, Chanel announced that Ms. Viard would take up the creative reins of the
house. Ms. Viard, who worked with Mr. Lagerfeld for 30 years, was appointed creative director to oversee Chanel's
collections (see story).

Ms. Viard's first collection was presented in May at the Grand Palais, ushering in a new era at the house.

Chanel's resort film follows the season's train station-themed runway show earlier this year. During the presentation,
attendees were seated on benches as if they were waiting on a platform.

Now, this concept is being fleshed out in a short film. Models Caroline de Maigret, Soo Joo Park, Amanda Sanchez,
Ola Rudnicka and Tami Williams appear in their own narratives as they get ready to board or disembark from a
train.

Most of the models saunter through the station in their heels, casually checking their watches, rolling suitcases or
getting settled in a seat.
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Ms. de Maigret provides a comedic touch and a note of reality, as she runs up an escalator and through the station.
She is dashing with loose papers in her hands when she crashes into someone, sending the stack flying.

Providing relatable moments, Ms. Sanchez says goodbye to a significant other before boarding and Ms. Rudnicka is
reunited with her son after she steps off the train.

In the final shot, Ms. de Maigret is shown chasing after the train as it pulls out of the station, to no avail.

Chanel resort 2020 film

"By using an idealized or everyday environment like a train station, Chanel creates a conceptual connection
between prestige and the reality of modern working and travel life a pragmatic place where these pieces will likely
live or die," Mr. Bruck said. "I love how Caroline de Magriet's character in the campaign video goes even further to
communicate this down-to-earth reality of travel and work life her character not quite getting it together while the
other models, flawless in every detail, make it look so easy and keep the viewer connected to the idealized fashion
dream."

For the collection, Ms. Viard stressed simplicity, interpreting the Chanel codes into functional attire. This film shows
off the wearability of the collection by showing how the fashion is worn by models portraying the average woman.

Functional fashion

While Chanel has maintained its high-fashion image, it has made recent moves to engage an audience that is
seeking more casual attire.

In April, Chanel spoke to a new generation of luxury shoppers with a collaborative collection that centered on urban
aesthetics.

Building on its existing relationship with musician Pharrell Williams, Chanel developed a collection of pieces and a
corresponding campaign that were aimed at youthful clientele. As the streetwear revolution has taken over luxury
fashion, Chanel has previously stayed closer to its tailored roots, but this collection launch favored a streetwear
sensibility over its signature tweed suits (see story).

Even as the luxury business grows and retail sales climb, the high-end fashion and leather goods sector is facing
questions of relevancy as consumer tastes evolve.

Sustainability and minimalism are two trends influencing shoppers' decisions, particularly younger consumers
such as millennials and Generation Z consumers. During a webinar hosted by Luxury Daily, panelists also noted
how the concept of luxury itself is  changing, which needs to be reflected in brands' marketing efforts (see story).

"With this campaign, Virginie Viard explores the line between the near impossible perfection of high-fashion and the
mundane sensibility and needs of contemporary women everywhere," Mr. Bruck said. "Even though playing with that
line may seem too practical and businesslike for iconic house to take, most of Chanel's customers don't live in the
fantasy world of romantic train travel.

"Virginie seems comfortable in underscoring the point that a commonplace act of rushing to catch the train can be
made a little less of a trudger, especially when wearing a pair of Chanel pumps," he said.
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